
WELCOME  TO  THE  CWTAA

LIVE ONLINE
ACADEMY

POWERED BY ZOOM



Hello Wing Tsun Friends!Hello Wing Tsun Friends!

Wing Tsun is all about the art of adaptation - and

nothing has forced us to adapt more than with

the current global pandemic.  As soon as we went

into lockdown here in NYC, we immediately

began streaming our regular schedule of classes

online to our students with great success.

Our objective is to take this time of social
distancing to improve the fundamentals and
theoretical understanding of Wing Tsun
students without a partner.  

In this way when we get back to regular training,

our students will be armed with cleaner

fundamentals and a deeper understanding of

Wing Tsun.   In other words, we have turned this

situation into an opportunity!



Tailored for Students &Tailored for Students &

Instructors of All LevelsInstructors of All Levels

Whether you are brand new to Wing Tsun or you

are already teaching, the CWTAA Online

Academy has a program for you.  New students

can join the WT-Prep program and learn

fundamentals step by step.  Experienced

instructors can learn how to organize classes

better, improve sparring and Chi Sau, or just get

deeper knowledge to pass on to their students.

In either case, our goal is that when we get back

to regular training you will be better than you

were before the pandemic!  - Sifu Alex Richter



"This is a question I get all the time!  I did not believe that Wing Tsun could be taught online effectively

until I started doing it to help my instructors who had opened branches elsewhere.  After the pandemic

hit, we were one of the first Wing Tsun schools to teach a full schedule on Zoom and the results were

better than we expected.  Sure, we can't "do Chi Sau" or "spar" through online training, but we can work on

so many vital fundamentals and technical programs.  With an enhanced understanding of fundamentals,

theory, and the WT program, students and instructors will be better prepared when they do go back to

training.  (Plus, we have a few tricks up our sleeves in terms of how to facilitate reaction and Chi Sau
training through these classes.)   The CWTAA Online Academy LIVE classes blend solo fundamentals
training with an interactive experience with the instructor.  Additionally, there is thorough review and

detailed-instruction on all topics from forms, fundamentals, self-defense, fighting, theory and more." 

- Sifu Alex Richter

Can You Really Train 
Wing Tsun Online? - YES!



It's All
About You
at CWTAA
Online

Go to the next
page & find out
your level for

training!



WT  PREPWT  PREP
Never did Wing Tsun (WT) before?  Then

begin here with the eight fundamental

lessons necessary to get started!  Form,

basics, self-defense, footwork, kicks, and

much more are covered!

WT  FOUNDATIONSWT  FOUNDATIONS
This is for students who have done some

WT training. Foundational training is the

most vital to success and the cornerstone

of Wing Tsun! This program covers the WT

program for Student Level 1-8 (101 & 201).

WT  MASTERYWT  MASTERY
With a solid understanding of Foundations

we can build towards Mastery.  This

program covers SL9-3rd Level Technician

WT  LEADERSHIPWT  LEADERSHIP
For Wing Tsun instructors or those who

wish to become Wing Tsun instructors. 

 Minimum level: 1st Level Technician.



WT-PREPWT-PREP
The best place to start!  The CWTAA Prep Program

teaches eight fundamental lessons which prepare

the student for serious Wing Tsun training.  The Prep

Program covers self-defense, the warm-up, the first

form, practical training, theory, and a workout in each

class.  Like all other classes, you will receive a

curriculum card which will record the classes as you

do them. 



Foundations 101 (SL1-3)Foundations 101 (SL1-3)  

The 101 portion of the Foundations class covers the basic Siu

Nim Tau level curriculum.  There are 24 individual class

lessons with systematized review built in.  The 24 lessons

cover the first form, its basic applications in fighting, self-

defense, single-arm Chi Sau (Daan Chi) and other

fundamentals necessary for learning Wing Tsun well. 



Foundations 201 (SL5-9)Foundations 201 (SL5-9)  
The Foundations Class also covers intermediate level

students who are learning double-arm Chi Sau & Chum

Kiu level skills.  In addition to Chi Sau Program 1 training,

students at this level will continue to refine practical

fighting training, fundamentals, and self-defense. 



MASTERY 301MASTERY 301  

(SL10-1st Technician)(SL10-1st Technician)

Once students have passed Foundations at SL9, they have

earned the right to wear a black shirt in the CWTAA.  At this

point the student is part of what we call Mastery, which is

the advanced portion of the Wing Tsun curriculum.  Here

students will continue to expand their practical fighting

abilities, learn advanced Chi Sau, and prepare for the next

big test - the Primary Level Technician. 



MASTERY ADVANCEDMASTERY ADVANCED  

(1st-2nd Level Technician)(1st-2nd Level Technician)

Mastery Advanced teaches the third form of Wing Tsun, the

Biu Tze.  In this portion of the curriculum students will learn

the Biu Tze, as well as its Chi Sau and fighting applications.  In

addition to this, all previously learned skills will be upgraded

and improved upon.  Students will also learn the first half of

the Wooden Dummy form upon completion of the Biu Tze

program. 



MASTERY SENIORMASTERY SENIOR

2nd Technician & Above2nd Technician & Above
In the Senior portion of the Mastery Class, students

will learn the Wooden Dummy form as well as its Chi

Sau and applications in fighting.  In addition to this a

strong emphasis is placed on developing all

previously learned skills to achieve a highly-

adaptable and functional expression of Wing Tsun in

combat. 



Advancement &

Testing
In the CWTAA, we take promotion and rank

advancement very seriously.  Although we will not
be promoting students through the "Student

Level" or "Technician" ranks via Zoom, we will be
logging the lessons taken on the official

curriculum card.  When students return to training,

they will have the ability to advance based on their
skill level if they have completed the requisite
lessons.  Students outside of the any CWTAA

branch can visit an official branch for an
examination if they have completed the program's

required attendance. 

OFFICIAL  CWTAA  CARD

REVIEW WEEKS

As an Online Academy student, you

will have an official curriculum card

for your current level.  For every lesson

you attend, you will recieve credit for

it on your card. 

Every fourth week in the curriculum

cycle is a "Review Week" and gives

students a chance to refine what they

have learned and ask questions. 



THEORY  Q&A

Once a month Sifu Alex

holds a live theory class

with a Q&A session (any WT

topics) for CWTAA LIVE

Online Academy students.

FITCANVAS

This is the best way to stay

in shape from home with

no equipment.  FitCanvas

combines calistenics with

WT & martial art moves.

SPECIAL  TOPICS

Every Sunday there are

special topic classes that

teach important details. 

 There are also special topic

recordings as well.

Additional Classes on CWTAA Online



Our Programs

Here is an overview of
CWTAA Online Academy

Programs
PREMIUM  (MOST  POPULAR)

Includes all LIVE classes + Sifu Alex's Classroom, CWTAA

curriculum card, Family Training, FitCanvas, Solo

Conditioning, Monthly Theory Class, Special Rate on Private

Instruction.

LEADERSHIP  

Includes all LIVE classes + Sifu Alex's Classroom, Weekly

Leadership Class, CWTAA curriculum card, 2-for-1 Family

Training, FitCanvas, Solo Conditioning, Monthly Theory Class,

Special Rate on Private Instruction.

UNLIMITED
Includes all LIVE classes, CWTAA curriculum card, Family

Training, FitCanvas, Solo Conditioning, Monthly Theory Class,

Special Rate on Private Instruction.

RECORDINGS  (NO  LIVE  CLASSES)

Every Friday, you'll get an email with links to videos for

EVERY live Zoom lesson from the week prior for your level

(excluding Sifu Alex’s Classroom.



Weapons Training

For CWTAA students who have learned the Wing

Tsun weapons (pole, knives, or both), there will be

additional classes offered on this.  These classes

are not included in the Online Academy but will

be offered on the schedule for an additional fee.

For those who have learned the weapons

elsewhere, you will need to contact the CWTAA

headquarters to see if you qualify to join one of

these classes.  

In the CWTAA you are eligible to learn the long

pole at Primary Level (1st) Technician.  The WT

knives may be learned with proficiency in the

pole and a completion of Dummy & Chi Geuk

Programs with a Third Level Technician.



Independent
The City Wing Tsun Athletic

Association is an independent Wing

Tsun (WT) network focused on

delivering world-class instruction and

the life-changing benefits of this art

without all the politics and drama of

the "other WT" organizations.

A Piece of Hong Kong
CWTAA founder Sifu Alex Richter has

traveled extensively to Hong Kong to

bring authentic Hong Kong WT to you.

The CWTAA is also recognized by the

Hong Kong government as an official

martial arts association.

Qualified Instruction
All instructors teaching WT-curriculum

classes are qualified Sifu-level

instructors under the CWTAA, with

many running their own branches as

well. 

Modern
The programs at City Wing Tsun are

modernized both in the curriculum &

the methods of teaching. Classes are a

mix of tried & true old school methods

with modern protocols.



SIFU  ALEX  RICHTER

Chief Instructor CWTAA

SIFU  CRAIG  SAVINO

Head Instructor, NYC

SIFU  NICOLE  DANIELS

Senior Instructor, NYC

Meet the CWTAA Team



SIFU BARRY COOPER

Instructor, Element WT

DRE ISON

WT Trainer, NYC

SIFU ETHAN HAMPTON

Instructor, Brooklyn WT

Meet the CWTAA Team



CWTAA Online Academy Schedule
August 2020 until further notice

Text 646.807.9735  Email info@citywt.com

Wed Thu Fri Sat SunTueMon

Sifu Alex's Classroom
- Foundations

12-1pm

Sifu Alex's Classroom
- Mastery
12-1pm

Sifu Craig Savino
- Mastery
12-1pm

Sifu Ethan Hampton
- Foundations

12-1pm

Sifu Alex's Classroom
- Foundations

8-9pm

Sifu Craig Savino
- Foundations

8-9pm

Sifu Alex's Classroom
- Mastery

6:45-7:45pm

Sifu Craig Savino 
- Mastery

6:45-7:45pm

Sifu  Nicole Daniels
- Foundations
6:45-7:45pm

Sifu Ethan Hampton
- Foundations
6:45-7:45pm

FitCanvas *
3-4pm

FitCanvas *
3-4pm

Sifu Nicole Daniels 
- Mastery

8-9pm

Sifu Craig Savino
- Mastery

8-9pm

WingBas *
12-12:30pm

Sifu Alex's Classroom
- WT Leadership *

12-1pm

Sifu Alex's Classroom
- WT Theory**

2-3:30pm

Sifu Barry Cooper
- Special Topic

Rotation
12-1pm

*Blended of live and recorded instructions
**First Saturday of the month only.
***All times are Eastern Time



"A JOURNEY OF A

THOUSAND MILES BEGINS

WITH A SINGLE STEP"

LAO TZU



What is that
next step?

Read the steps on the left
and then contact the
CWTAA for enrollment

information!

1.PICK  YOUR  LEVEL  -

PICK  YOUR  PROGRAM  - 

FROM  ANOTHER  LINEAGE?

Choose from WT-Prep (new beginner),

WT-Foundations (some experience),

WT-Mastery (advanced) or WT-
Leadership (instructor/-in-training). 

Choose from Leadership, Premium,

Unlimited, or Recordings.  Need help

deciding?  Contact us!

Contact us if you come from a non-WT

lineage so we can place you in our

program!



CONTACT

EMAIL ADDRESS

TEXT MESSAGES ONLY

Use the contact form on the CWTAA

website (www.citywt.com) and ask to

apply for the Online Academy.  We

will contact you and guide you

through the process.

info@citywt.com

(646) 807-9735

Let's Get 

Started!

http://www.citywt.com/

